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Abstract 
Recent results on blocking sets are applied to the bisecants of a small complete arc, since these 
lines form a dual blocking set. It is shown that such blocking sets yield a lacunary polynomial 
of specific type. This leads to an improvement to the lower bound of the existence of a complete 
k-arc when the order of the plane is a square prime. 
1. Introduction 
Many attempts have been made to determine the size of  the smallest complete arc 
in PG(2,q). Most of the results can be found in [3, Ch. 9]. Define an /-secant o be 
a line that intersects a set of points in exactly i points, and let zi denote the number 
of /-secants to such a set. If K is a complete k-arc then the bisecants to K form 
a blocking set with secant distribution zk- j  =k ,  72i=ci, i=  1 . . . . .  Lk/2J, where ci is 
equal to the number of  points in PG(2, q ) \K  lying on exactly i bisecants. By applying 
elementary results of blocking sets this implies that a complete k-arc must have at least 
x /~ points. 
In [1] Blokhuis mentions that his result in [2] implies that for PG(2,p), p prime, 
a complete arc has at least x /~ points. He also claims that it should be possible to 
prove this bound for all q. This is because blocking sets arising from small complete 
arcs have properties inconsistent with those of  a small blocking set, Such properties 
are used in the section on small blocking sets to prove that a small complete arc in 
PG(2,q), q= p2, p prime, has at least x/3-q points. 
It has also been conjectured by de Resmini [1] that the smallest complete arc has 
size [3x /~-  2j, if q is even and [3x /~-  3J, if q is odd (and not too small). However, 
in general, complete arcs of size about ½q have been constructed [3] and, for certain 
values of q, complete arcs of size about lq have been constructed [4]. 
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2. Lacunary polynomials 
A polynomial in GF(q)[x] is called ful ly reducible if it factors completely into 
linear factors over GF(q). If in the sequence of coefficients of a polynomial a long run 
of zeros occurs we call this polynomial lacunary. In [5] R6dei studied properties of 
lacunary polynomials that are fully reducible. The following theorem copied together 
with the proof from [1] is really just a slight generalization of Theorem 24' in [5]. 
Throughout q= ph, where p is prime. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f E GF(q)[x] be ful ly reducible, and suppose that f (x )=xqv(x)  + 
w(x), where v and w have no common factor. Let m<q be the maximum of  the 
degrees of  v and w. Let e be maximal such that f (and hence v and w) is a peth 
power. Then one o f  the following holds: 
1. e=h and m=O; 
2. e~h/2  and m>~ pe; 
3. e<h/2  and m>/pe[(p h-e q- 1)/(p e q- 1)]; 
4. e = O, m = 1 and f (x )  : a (x  q - x).  
Note that in particular when q is prime and m > 1, then m >~ (q + 1)/2. 
Proof. If e >~h/2 then since v and w are peth powers their degrees, and hence m, 
are greater than pe unless m = 0 and then Case 1 occurs. So assume e <h/2. Write 
E=p e. Let f (x )=f l (x )  e and define vz and wl similarly. Then extracting Eth roots 
we get 
f l  = xq/EuI -]- Wl.  
Now write J i (x)--s(x)r(x) where s(x) contains all different linear factors of J] exactly 
once, and r(x) the rest. Since s ]xq - x and s ] f =xqv + w these imply 
slxv+w. 
Since r l f (  and r I A these imply r I f{v~ - v~)'] or 
r I w',v  - v ' ,w, .  
Note that (v ,w)= 1 and Vl and Wl are not both pth powers; so the right-hand side 
does not vanish. Combining these two divisibility relations we get 
f l ( = rs )l(xv + w)(w'l vl - v'l wl ). 
Now if xv + w = 0 then m = 1 since (v, w) = 1, and f has the desired form. Otherwise, 
the degree of the left-hand side is at most equal to that of the right-hand side. First 
consider the case that degv = m =Eml .  In this case 
q/E + ml <~1 + Eml +2ml --2. 
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Hence 
q/E+ 1 
ml>~- -  
E+I  
The other case (degv< degw=m) is similar and gives the same conclusion. [] 
3. Small complete arcs 
The main purpose of this section is to determine lower bounds for the existence 
of small complete arcs. This is done by using the theory of blocking sets since the 
bisecants to a complete arc form a dual blocking set. This blocking set is non-trivial 
since, if it contained a line, this would imply that q + 1 bisecants meet in a point, 
which is not possible. The bisecants meet in points of order k - 1 (the points of the 
arc), and of order at most k/2 otherwise. This observation leads to the first result; see 
Theorems 9.1.10 and 9.1.12 in [3] for similar results. 
Theorem 3.1. A complete k-arc has at least [x /~ + 2J points. 
Proof. The bisecants to a complete k-arc form a non-trivial blocking set and so 
k(k - 1) 
2 >~q+v~+ 1. 
This implies that k >~ [v /~ + 2]. [] 
The following result is an improvement on this bound for prime planes by Blokhuis 
who used his theorem on blocking sets in [2] to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.2. A complete k-arc in PG(2,p) has more than v~ + ½ points for p, 
prime. 
Proof. A non-trivial blocking set in 
Therefore 
k(k -1 )  3(p+l )  
2 2 
which implies that k > v~ + ½. [] 
PG(2,p) has at least 3 (p+ 1)/2 points. 
The previous theorem uses the theory of lacunary polynomials only to obtain the 
bound on the size of a blocking set. It does not use the extra properties that arise 
when the blocking set is formed from a k-arc. The following theorem implies the 
existence of a lacunary polynomial of a certain type. The first half of the proof fol- 
lows that of [2]. When Theorem 2.1 is applied, properties arising from the k-arc are 
considered. 
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1 Theorem 3.3. Suppose there exists a complete k-arc with less than x /~ 4. ~ points 
in PG(2,q), with q=ph. Then there exists a lacunary polynomial, of degree q 4- 
m = k(k - 1 )/2 - 1, that must satisfy the conditions of case 3 of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Let x = 0 be a bisecant of the k-arc and (0,0,1) be a point where this bisecant 
meets no other bisecants. There exists such a point only when the dual blocking set 
is irreducible. I f  the dual blocking set is not irreducible remove bisecants until it is. 
Now proceed as in [2]. 
The points dual to the other bisecants are therefore contained in AG(2,q) and let 
those points form the set B = {(ai, b i ) [ i  = 1 .. . . .  q + m}. 
The set B has at least one point on every non-horizontal line (the horizontal lines 
being blocked by (1,0,0)). And so for every u,t E GF(q) the equation x + uy + t=0 
has a solution in B, i.e., for some i, there is an (ai, bi) such that ai 4- biu 4- t=O. It 
follows therefore that the polynomial 
q+m 
F(t ,u)= I~ (t + ai + ubi)  
i=1 
vanishes for all t,u E GF(q). 
This implies that F is in the ideal generated by (t q -- t )  and (uq - u). So 
F(t, u) = (t q - t)G(t, u) + (u q - u)H(t, u), 
where G and H are of total degree m in the variables t and u. Let F0, Go and H0 
denote the parts of F, G and H,  respectively, that are homogeneous of total degree m. 
Restricting to the terms of total degree q + m implies 
Fo = tq Go + Ho, 
where 
q+m 
Fo = I1 (t + ubi). 
i=1  
The variable u does not play any further role since the equation is homogeneous, o 
put u= 1 and define f ( t )=Fo(t ,  l), g(t)=Go(t, 1) and h(t)=Ho(t, l). So 
q+m 
f ( t )=  ]1 (t + bi)=tqg(t) + h(t). 
i=1 
Now apply Theorem 2.1 to f .  I f  9 and h have a common factor, remove it; this 
possibly reduces m. Consider each of the four cases in turn. 
Case 1 of Theorem 2.1: f contains a qth power, i.e., it contains a factor of the 
form (t -a )  q. This implies that B contains a line. But B is a non-trivial blocking set; 
so this case cannot occur. 
Case 4 of Theorem 2.1 : Since the degree of 9 is not less than the degree of h, this 
case also cannot occur. 
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Case 2 of Theorem 2.1: After factoring out g and h, the polynomial f is an Eth 
power and so all secants are of length 1, 1 + E, 1 + 2E .. . . .  where E = p¢ and e ~> hi2. 
Since B is formed from the bisecants to a k-arc, through each of its points there are 
two (k - 1 )-secants and no other secants with more than k/2 points. This implies, unless 
after removing bisecants to make it irredueible and factoring out, all secants through 
(1,0,0) are of length 1 except he two (k -  l)-secants, that 
1 +E<~k/2, 
since there are no secants longer than k/2 apart from the (k - 1)-secants. The above 
inequality implies 
k~>2 + 2E>~2 + 2x/~, 
I which is strictly larger than v /~ + ~. 
So, if after removing bisecants to make it irreducible and factoring out, all secants 
are of length 1 except the two (k - 1)-secants, then degf~<2(k - 2 )=2k  - 4. But 
degf=q+m/>q+v~and so 
k> q + v/q +4 ' 
2 
i for all which is larger than v /~ + ~ q. 
Hence f must be in case 3 of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Theorem 3.4. A complete k-arc in PG(2,q) has more than x /~+ ½ points for q = p2, 
p prime. 
Proof. If there exists a smaller complete k-arc in PG(2,q) then Theorem 3.3 implies 
the existence of a polynomial f satisfying case 3 of Theorem 2.1. But in case 3 of 
Theorem 2.1, e < h/2 -- 1 and so e = 0 and hence m >~ (q + l )/2. This implies 
k(k - l )  3(q+l )  
2 2 
I and so k>v/~+ ~. 
4. Small planes 
In PG(2,3), Theorem 3.2 implies that the 4-arcs are the only complete arcs of 
the plane and this is indeed the case. In PG(2,4), Theorem 3.4 only implies k>~4 
but Lemma 9.2.1(i) and (ii) from [3] imply that no complete 4-arc or 5-arc exist in 
PG(2,4). In fact, Lemma 9.2.1(ii) states there exist no complete 5-arcs and hence in 
PG(2, 5) since Theorem 3.2 gives the bound k ~>5, the only complete arcs in PG(2, 5) 
are the conics. 
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In PG(2,7), Theorem 3.2 gives the bound k>~6 and complete 6-arcs do exist; so 
this bound is attained. In PG(2,8), Theorem 3.1 gives the bound k~>6 and complete 
6-arcs do exist, so this bound is attained. In PG(2, 9), Theorem 3.4 gives the bound 
k/> 6 and again complete 6-arcs do exist. 
In PG(2, 11), Theorem 3.2 gives the bound k ~> 7 and complete 7-arcs do exist and are 
all projectively equivalent to {(0,0, 1)(0, 1,0)(1,0,0)(1, 1,1)(2,3, 1)(3, 7, 1)(8, 10, 1)}. 
In PG(2, 13), Theorem 3.2 gives the bound k~>7. If K is a complete k-arc whose 
points of index i are given by the ct, as in [3, Ch. 9], then this gives a blocking set 
with secant distribution zk-1 -----k and zi = ci for i = 1,..., k/2. If there exists a complete 
7-arc then this implies the existence of a 21 point blocking set. This is necessarily 
irreducible since 3(p + 1)/2 =21 and this is the smallest size of a blocking set in 
PG(2,p). By considering the polynomial s in the proof of Theorem 2.1 when applied 
to a 21 point blocking set in PG(2,13) it is deduced that degs=8. This implies 
that there are 6 tangents through each point of the blocking set and hence there are 
126=21.6 tangents in all. Lemma 9.1.1 of [3] implies that 
q+l 
c i=q 2 +q+ 1 -k ,  (1) 
i=0 
q+l 
Z ici = k(k - 1 )(q - 1 ) 
2 ' (2) 
i=1 
q+l 
E i(i - 1 ) k(k - 1 )(k - 2)(k - 3) (3) 
c i -  8 
1=2 
In the case q= 13 and k=7 these equations give Cl--129. But zi = 126 which is 
a contradiction since these two values must be equal. Therefore, k ~> 8 and indeed there 
exist two projectively distinct complete 8-arcs in PG(2, 13) which are {(0,0,1) (0,1,0) 
(1,0,0) (1,1,1) (2,3,1) (3,2,1) (5,7,1) (7,5,1)} and {(0,0,1) (0,1,0) (1,0,0) (1,1,1) 
(2,3,1) (3,9,1) (4,5,1) (7,11,1)}. 
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